Board of Okanogan County Commissioners
1/31/17, PM
Present:
Andy Hover (AH - BOCC)
Chris Branch (CB - BOCC)
Jim DeTro (JD - BOCC)
Perry Huston (PH-Director of Planning/Admin)
Ben Rough (BR - Director of Public Works)
Josh Thomson (JT - County Engineer)
Writer’s comments are in italics.

Ben Rough, Public Works Update
1) Personnel - Temp worker pay scale is non-union and lower than full time workers
Proposal - COLA restoration, $150/month/employee
*Reasons for increase:
It is difficult to get temp employees
Temp employees do not get benefits, except holiday pay
Larger pool of people to pick from
Would like to have recurring temp workers
Temp workers could eventually become permanent
It will foster good morale

*It will only impact current temp road crew, not solid waste
summer temp already in budget at $150/month/ employee
*Cola is activity based - overall increase is $3425 next cycle
Resolution 20-2017(?)
Approved. Starts February 6th with next payroll cycle
2) Covering duties for lead man in the sign shop while he is on temp medical leave of about 6
weeks
Previously, there would be a 5% increase in pay for the person taking over the lead man’s duties during
this time.
Extra duties include supervision, inventory etc.
Personnel manual may say coverage for 2 months
AH wants to know if that is mandatory 2 months or just for the weeks covered.
The proposal is back for approval after clarification of question is answered.

Josh Thomson - Public Works Update
Road Log Changes
Josh went over two handouts trying to reconcile the historical record for roads in the county. It is a very
arduous task because the records were not well kept. Josh explained through the handouts where they
were in the process. The road log started to be maintained in electronic form in 1986.

As notetaker understood it, these current road log updates were not up for approval at this time but updating the commissioners on where they were in the process.
Some of the issues around acquiring more road were snowplowing, snow parks, new developments
maintenance, weed spraying, bridges. The price to resurface a mile of road is $700,000.
With the weed spraying program, they need to extend the contract for one more year.
Propose to set up a resolution to approve these changes to the road log and have one list of all roads.The commissioners are planning to have all the road maps available online soon.
Commissioner approval is required by the NEPA procedure on road ownership changes.

Perry Huston - Update on Hirst , Title 20, etc.
PH - “Something is marching at us that is not well defined.” This is regarding the building permits and
water availability. Need money to cover expense of the litigation/Yakama Nation.
CB - Says the information is fragmented on his part. He finds himself 2nd guessing and questioning in
general. So it is difficult to talk about the Title 20 approval.
JD - Water bill “dropped” tomorrow. (Reference to activity in legislature.)
CB - This deserves a lot more attention
PH - Suggests hiring Tim Lynn (as in Aspect study) to provide an historic narrative of the issue for
$8,500.

DeTro leaves for short time around this time. Conversation continues among CB, AH, PH.) )
AH - So exempt wells are stopped, although development brings revenue.
CB - Asks if we are then depending upon development to solve our for revenue problems?
AH - It only takes two to pass plan. If someone builds a house, they need a well.
CB - Okanogan County has challenges before them. 1st decision gave precedence to what’s before us.
That win created a scenario: we are challenged on all building permits.
PH - Motivation: Only so many days allowed (36.70 B, RCW - Local Review. )
CB - Points out county has had no conversation with the challengers (Yakama Nation/ tribes)
AH - Never had a call from Yakamas about any of it.
CB - But the Yakamas did provide written comments.
PH - The perception of (?) is of a horrible process. The process of compiling information, Aspect report, is information valid for building permits.
CB - Evidence about instream flow - prioritize this. (Apparently a reference to notebooks Huston is preparing for Omnibus hearings, with water info for both WRIA 48 and 49.)
AH - Asks: If a well by a river is 200 feet below the surface of the river, is it affecting surface water flow?

CB - Points out that some things don’t get a rigorous discussion and says he is “a big picture guy.”
Points out that AH works in the building sector, so AH is very concerned specifically about building in relation to economy. ( Note: reference is to fact that AH has worked in businesses supplying materials for
the building industry for many years before becoming Commissioner.)
AH - Growth rate in the Methow is less than 1% - lots over 65 years. (Average?) Growth means 42
permits in the Methow.
CB - We’ve been paying attorneys for a long time.
(DeTro returns sometime during the above conversation between Branch and Hover. It turns out that JD
is opposed to the $8,500 for “historical perspective” by Tim Flynn. Proposal that county pay for this proposal is thus turned down. However, in a conversation the next week, Perry Huston clarified that there
had been a misunderstanding regarding the fee, and Mr. Flynn may attend the “omnibus hearings” after
all.)
Update on Revenue situation / Budgetary issues
PH: .1% Juvenile Detention - $640,000 more or less - go out with RFQ before ballot. Will bump out
to 2018. Superior Court supports this.
Up to .3% City / County Sales Tax on ballot - $640,000 to 1,920,000.
Winthrop already has city sales tax.
Contribution to public health out of county tax.

Must spend 1/3 on fire or criminal justice.
.1% on Communications eventually. The center is outdated and could use improvement.
CB suggested Communications could be included within the sales tax because of the vital role of communications for fire, public safety etc.
Note taker leaves.
Road Logs Below

